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They Oughta Be
In Pictures BY NADEEN GREEN

Apartment residents enjoy the community pool.
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A fear of fair housing 

lawsuits is not a valid 

reason for not using

human models in 

marketing collateral.

A picture is worth a thousand words... and that is why you use so many
pictures and photos when advertising your apartment community. Exterior shots,
interior shots, floor plans, views, objects (martini, anyone?)... but where are the
people?

They are mysteriously missing from much of our industry’s marketing. Why is
that? It is likely not because of alien abduction or because residents are vampires
and cannot be out and about when many of the photographs are being taken (and
everyone knows vampires can’t be photographed.). How absurd would that be? But
it is also absurd to say, “We can’t use people in our ads because of fair housing.”
That simply is not true.

The Fair Housing Act does not in any way say you can’t include people in your
advertising collateral. In fact, for more than 40 years the message has been, “Go
ahead and use people, just show diversity when doing so.”

The fair housing cases that have been brought based on advertising and
human models have all come about because of a lack of diversity, including one
stunning case where the ad campaign utilized 96 models; 95 of them white, and
the one black model was depicted as a carpenter doing repairs.

No one has been charged or sued for discrimination for advertising depicting
diversity of the people that were shown. Simply said, if you include a wide variety
of folks in your advertising campaign, it is both effective and smart—effective as
a marketing technique and smart as a risk management position.

Why would showing diverse human models be a risk management considera-
tion? Think about being wrongly accused of housing discrimination (it hap-
pens!). For example, you are charged or sued based on an allegation of
discrimination against a person who happens to use a wheelchair because you
did not approve their rental application.

While hopefully your policies and processes are fair housing compliant and
were properly followed (and thus there was a legitimate business reason for not
renting to this person), it will improve your position early on to show your adver-
tising campaign where you at times have included wheelchair users among the
human models in your ads.

You would respond in part to the charge or lawsuit with “How can you suggest
we would discriminate based on disability when our advertising clearly shows
that people with disabilities are encouraged to rent from us and welcome here
when they do?” The same logic applies to the various fair housing protections:
race, color, religion, national origin, gender and people with children.

And you don’t have to have a cast of thousands in each of your ads to be fair
housing compliant. A “rotation plan” in which, over a stated period of time, you
can show that you have used human models that are “clearly definable as rea-
sonably representing majority and minority groups in the metropolitan area,
both sexes and, when appropriate, families with children (Note: senior housing
gets a pass on this latter condition)” and with such models portrayed in an equal
social setting (not as a carpenter!) you will be doing what is smart, what is legal
and what is right.

Samuel Johnson said, “Promise, large promise, is the soul of an advertise-
ment.” The promise you should be making is housing opportunity for everyone,
so go ahead and don’t be afraid to show everyone in your advertising. 

Nadeen Green is Senior Counsel, For Rent Media Solutions. She can be reached
at Nadeen.green@frms.com or 770-801-2406. This item does not represent
legal advice. Readers should consult with their own legal counsels.


